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A Case Study 
Orchestrating Medical Imaging Workflow 

 

Improving Point-Of-Care Ultrasound Workflow and  
Data Integrity with an Enterprise Worklist 

 
Background 

A common manifestation of an enterprise 
imaging strategy is to ensure that all clinical 
departments store their medical images on 
an enterprise PACS or Vendor Neutral 
Archive (VNA). In these situations, radiology 
informatics is often tasked with managing 
the effort. Such is the case at one hospital 
within a large health system near Boston, 
MA.  

Their institutional plan is this: provide long-
term storage of all medical images, in one 
place, using workflows that ensure all 
archived studies include accurate patient 
information.  

This is a challenge. Most imaging performed 
outside of the radiology department does 
not follow the structured ordering and 
scheduling process that is standard practice 
within radiology to ensure accurate patient 
information for all imaging studies. Point of 
Care Ultrasound (POCUS) is a common 
example of encounters-based imaging, in 
which an exam is performed before an order 
is placed.  This can create significant 
challenges tracking the exam in PACS or in 
the EMR and billing for it due to inaccurate 
patient information.  This is a growing 
problem across healthcare, as POCUS is 
increasingly being used as a tool by 
physicians at the bedside. 

 

Challenges 

At this hospital, POCUS abdominal and 
cardiac exams are commonly performed in 
the ER and the ICU. As such, it was 
historically not managed by radiology 

informatics, so a modality worklist was not 
provided to the Ultrasound (US) machines. 
As a result, there was no formal mechanism 
to confirm that POCUS studies stored in 
PACS had sufficient and accurate Protected 
Health Information (PHI) that matched a 
patient order—an unacceptable problem 
that had to be rectified when they adopted 
a universal policy to ensure that all studies 
stored in their enterprise PACS had clean 
demographic data. Radiology informatics 
needed a flexible way to provide an exam 
worklist to their POCUS across multiple 
clinical departments. 

 

POCUS Enterprise Worklist 

In 2019, the hospital implemented the 
WaypointTM Encounter & Modality Worklist 
Manager, from Laurel Bridge Software, to 
address these challenges. POCUS orders are 
created in their Epic EMR by the physician 
who will be performing the exam, following 
a simplified and automated process that 
involves Epic providing an HL7 orders feed to 
their Philips PACS and to Waypoint. Since 
implementing Waypoint, all POCUS systems 
query Waypoint directly for the order, 
instead of querying the PACS or EMR. After 
the physician selects the correct patient 
from the POCUS worklist, Waypoint 

Waypoint enables radiology to 
ensure clean data in their enterprise 
PACS for Point of Care ultrasound 
acquired outside of radiology. This 
ensures all studies can be properly 
identified and accessed later. 
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automatically populates the US scanner with the 
patient demographic information that was entered 
in the EMR. This new workflow has been 
implemented on eight US scanners across three 
different clinical departments: four in the ER, four in 
the ICU, and two in the endocrinology department. 

The imaging system administrator for radiology 
informatics at the hospital notes that “Waypoint 
adds value to our existing enterprise PACS 
architecture because it provides full control over our 
POCUS workflow, without having to rely upon 
customizations being performed by our PACS or EMR 
vendors.”  

The hospital also implemented a second line of 
defense to ensure that manually entered, inaccurate 
or incomplete patient demographic information 
does not enter their enterprise PACS, should the 
Waypoint driven worklist process not be followed.  
Because all studies entering their enterprise PACS 
must pass through the CompassTM Routing Workflow 
Manager from Laurel Bridge, Compass will query 
PACS upon receiving a new POCUS study and confirm 
that POCUS demographic data is accurate and 
complete. This ensures manually entered 
demographic data is accurate and associated with an 
order.  If Compass sees that the MRN, accession 
number, and the patient’s first and last name is 
inaccurate or does not match an order in PACS, the 
study is rejected and returned to the sender. The 
sender must then clean up the demographic data 
and resend it to PACS for storage.  

 

 

 

 

Over the past two years, the use of Waypoint and 
Compass at this hospital have provided the following 
clinical and operational benefits: 

• Ensures only accurate demographic data is 
stored in their enterprise PACS. 

• Raises awareness of the importance of 
accurate demographic data and the value of 
an orders driven workflow process. 

• POCUS users do not lose access to their 
worklist when PACS is upgraded. 

 

“Waypoint provides much needed openness and 
flexibility that is very beneficial to our enterprise 
imagine strategy.” 

Imaging System Administrator 
Radiology Informatics 

About Laurel Bridge Software 

Laurel Bridge Software provides enterprise imaging workflow solutions that solve complex, mission-critical imaging workflows that often 
arise when multiple business entities and their disparate clinical imaging systems must be unified.  Our solutions reliably ensure new 
and historical DICOM imaging studies, HL7 messages, and non-DICOM objects are available to the clinical staff, at the point-of-care. 

Laurel Bridge’s imaging workflow solutions are implemented at thousands of healthcare facilities, teleradiology service providers, and 
radiology group practices in more than 35 countries, directly and through integration partners. 
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